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Abstract: With the rapid development of Internet of Things (IoT) technology, the number of IoT
users is growing year after year. IoT will become a part of our daily lives, so it is likely that the
security of these devices will be an important issue in the future. Quantum computing is maturing,
and the security threat associated with quantum computing will be faced in the transmissions of IoT
devices, which mainly use wireless communication technologies. Therefore, to ensure the protection
of transmitted data, a cryptographic algorithm that is efficient in defeating quantum computer attacks
needs to be developed. In this paper, we propose a device authentication and secure communication
system with post-quantum cryptography (PQC) for AIoT environments using the NTRU and Falcon
signature mechanism, which can resist quantum computer attacks and be used in AIoT environments
to effectively protect the confidentiality, integrity, and non-repudiation of transmitted data. We also
used Raspberry Pi to simulate AIoT devices for implementation.

Keywords: AIoT; device authentication; post-quantum cryptography; NTRU; falcon signature

1. Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) has the potential to have widespread impacts and appli-
cations, and its development has been rapidly growing, including the implementation
of strategies, policies, and their adoption [1,2]. The energy consumption of 5G networks
can be reduced while still allowing for communication among a large number of devices,
such as hundreds or thousands of sensors in Internet of Things (IoT) networks [2,3]. Al-
though the 5G-IoT environment introduces potential possibilities in developments and
applications in many fields due to the convenience and quality of services, the security
and privacy of transmitted data are of utmost importance because data in IoT networks
are transmitted through wireless communication [4]. Because wireless networks are easily
attacked compared with wire networks, serious information security events will be faced
by wireless networks, such as privacy leakage, man-in-the-middle attacks, data tempering,
etc. The rapid progress of AIoT has led to the discussion on security concerns due to the
distinct networking structure and method of acquiring and storing data [5,6]. Continuously
capturing and gathering data increases security risks because devices are always online,
and adversaries have unlimited opportunities to attack AIoT systems.

Quantum computing technology has attracted researchers and famous manufacturers’
attention, such as IBM, Google, Microsoft, Hon Hai Precision Industry, Alibaba, etc., and
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has been developed rapidly; quantum computing technology will change people’s daily
life [7]. On the other hand, the risk of traditional cryptographic mechanisms being broken
by quantum computing technology via Shor’s algorithm [8] is increasing. Post-quantum
cryptography (PQC) is a cryptographic solution that can prevent attacks from quantum
computers using modern computers to prevent such risks before quantum computers are
produced rapidly. The proposed scheme utilized one PQC mechanism called the number
theory research unit (NTRU) [9] and fast-Fourier lattice-based compact signatures over the
NTRU (the Falcon signature mechanism) [10] to design secure communication mechanisms.

Due to the reasons above, we designed and evaluated a device authentication and
secure communication system with PQC for AIoT environments. We utilized the NTRU [9]
and Falcon signature mechanisms [10] because both can resist attacks from quantum
computers with better speeds of encryption, decryption, and sign mechanisms than those
of traditional cryptographic mechanisms [11]. In summary, the proposed scheme can
protect the security and privacy of transmitted data while resisting attacks from quantum
computers. The remaining sections of the paper are outlined below. AIoT, post-quantum
cryptography, the NTRU [9], and the Falcon signature [10] are introduced in Section 2.
Section 3 introduces the proposed scheme, and security and performance analysis are
detailed in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Section 6 describes system implementation. We
present a discussion on the research results and limitations of this research in Section 7.
Finally, the conclusion is drawn in Section 8.

2. Related Works

We introduce and review AIoT, post-quantum cryptography, the NTRU [9], and the
Falcon signature [10] in this section.

2.1. AIoT

In many areas, AIoT is expected to improve the quality of services of the industry
because devices in the Internet of Things have the ability to simulate human intelligence
and support decision making by continuously learning from large amounts of data [5,12].
AIoT opens up possibilities for applications in all kinds of fields because of its transparency,
agility, and adaptability [6,12]. The adoption of AIoT ends up on top of the to-do list of many
applications, such as smart homes, smart factories, smart cities, and so on [12–19]. However,
AIoT also provides opportunities for adversaries. Once an AIoT system is established,
all related devices will exist in the network until the system is shut down. Adversaries
can attack any device in wireless networks through various means, such as eavesdrop-
ping, the tempering of transmitted data, impersonation, etc. The proposed scheme is
designed to be implemented in AIoT environments for transmitted data protection and
device authentication.

2.2. Post-Quantum Cryptosystem

The development of quantum computing is expected to have a huge impact on infor-
mation technology in the future. One of the applications, called quantum cryptanalysis,
will be a serious threat to information security because of its ability to attack public key
cryptosystems, such as RSA, the Diffie–Hellman cryptosystem, elliptic curve cryptogra-
phy (ECC), etc., through Shor’s algorithm [8]. The post-quantum cryptosystem can be a
solution for resisting attacks from quantum computers. The post-quantum cryptosystem
has advantages, which are listed below. First, the costs of establishment and development
are lower than that of a quantum cryptosystem. The post-quantum cryptosystem can be
executed by modern computers and systems. Second, public key encryption and digital
signature mechanisms can be applied by post-quantum cryptosystems. Post-quantum cryp-
tosystems include lattice-based, hash-based, code-based, multivariate, and supersingular
elliptic curve isogeny cryptography. As the matter of fact, post-quantum cryptosystems
will replace traditional public key cryptosystems soon. The proposed scheme utilizes
lattice-based cryptosystems to design a secure communication mechanism.
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2.3. NTRU

The NTRU is a latticed-based public key cryptosystem including encryption and
signature [9]. The security of the NTRU depends on the shortest vector problem (SVP) in the
lattice. The SVP is defined as the discovery of a datum point that has the shortest distance
from the base point [9]. The NTRU can resist attacks from Shor‘s algorithm [8] while
maintaining attractive features, such as better encryption and decryption speed, smaller key
size, and higher security compared with those of traditional cryptosystems [9]. The NTRU
is proven as one of the quantum-resistant cryptographic algorithms by National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) [9,20]. Although the NTRU has failed to compete among
the post-quantum cryptography standardization finalists, it is still widely used because
of its advantages over other lattice based cryptography systems [9,20,21]. The NTRU is
more efficient than traditional cryptographic mechanisms and can be implemented in
devices with restricted resources, such as AIoT, embedded devices, etc. [22–24]. A property
comparison of RSA, ECC, and NTRU [9] is presented in Table 1 [25]. Compared with RSA
and ECC, all algorithms can achieve an encryption and signature mechanism, but RSA
cannot achieve a key exchange mechanism. The NTRU has a faster encryption speed than
RSA and ECC. RSA and the NTRU are easier to use in key distribution than ECC is. Among
the three algorithms, only the NTRU is a quantum-resistant cryptographic algorithm.

Table 1. Property comparison of RSA, ECC, and NTRU [25].

Properties

Algorithms
RSA ECC NTRU

Encryption O O O
Signature O O O

Key exchange X O O
Encryption speed Slow Fast Fastest
Key distribution Easy Difficult Easy

Quantum-resistant X X O

ECC and the NTRU [9] can provide the same security level as RSA can with a shorter
key length, so ECC and the NTRU [9] need much less storage and a much shorter transmis-
sion time. These attractive features are advantages for devices with restricted resources.
Compared with RSA, ECC, and the NTRU [9], ECC has the shortest key length at the same
security level. The NTRU [9] has a shorter key length than RSA does under a security level
of 192 bits and 256 bits. The comparison of key lengths of RSA, ECC, and the NTRU [9] at
different security levels is shown in Table 2 [26] and Figure 1 [26].

Table 2. Key length of RSA, ECC, and NTRU with different security levels [26].

Security Level (bits)
Algorithms

RSA ECC NTRU

80 1024 160 2008
112 2048 224 3033
128 3072 256 3501
192 7680 384 5193
256 15,360 521 7690

Although the NTRU [9] needs more time to generate a key, the NTRU [9] needs less
time to encrypt and decrypt than ECC does at a security level of 80 bits. The NTRU [9] is
faster than ECC is in key generation, encryption, and decryption at a security level of 112
bits and beyond. The execution times of ECC and the NTRU [9] at different security levels
are shown in Table 3 [26]. The proposed scheme utilized the NTRU [9] for encryption and
decryption mechanisms. For details of the NTRU, readers can refer to Hoffstein et al.’s
work [9].
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Figure 1. Key length of RSA, ECC, and NTRU with different security levels [26].

Table 3. Execution time of ECC and NTRU with different security levels [26].

Algorithms
Items

Security Level (bits) Key Generation (ms) Encryption (ms) Decryption (ms)

NTRU-251 80 75.65 1.68 8.22
ECC-192 80 57.87 37.81 19.15

NTRU-347 112 144.16 3.11 15.70
ECC-224 112 234.11 52.52 26.35

NTRU-397 128 188.92 3.97 20.26
ECC-256 128 478.22 68.72 35.00

NTRU-587 192 412.10 8.42 44.42
ECC-384 192 947.43 182.35 90.61

NTRU-787 256 738.75 14.49 79.48
ECC-521 256 2055.04 423.25 211.35

2.4. Falcon Signature Mechanism

The Falcon signature mechanism adopts a trapdoor function named fast Fourier
sampling [10]. The Falcon signature mechanism is also proven by NIST to be one of the
quantum-resistant cryptographic algorithms [10,20]. The security of the Falcon signature
mechanism is based on the short integer solution (SIS) [10]. Features of the Falcon signature
mechanism [10] are listed as below. First, the Falcon signature mechanism [10] utilizes
discrete Gaussian sampling over the integers, which is able to avoid the key exposure
problem while generating multiple signatures. Second, signatures generated by the Falcon
signature mechanism [10] are shorter than those generated by other lattice-based signature
mechanisms with the same public key length. Third, the Falcon signature mechanism [10]
can generate thousands of signatures in a few seconds with a verification speed about 5 to
10 times faster than that of other signature mechanisms. Forth, the Falcon signature mecha-
nism [10] allows the use of long-term security parameters with the same time complexity
O(nlog n) under degree n. Although the Falcon signature mechanism [10] is intended to
defend against quantum computer attacks, due to its high efficiency, its [10] use has become
widespread. For details of the Falcon signature mechanism, readers can refer to Fouque
et al.’s work [10]. The proposed scheme utilized the Falcon signature mechanism [10] for
message verification.

3. Proposed Scheme

We design and evaluate a device authentication and secure communication system
with PQC for AIoT environments. IoT devices in the proposed system capture and send
data through wireless networks to the gateway. The gateway can be a mobile phone, an
IoT gateway, a stand-alone laptop computer, etc. After receiving data from IoT devices, the
gateway transmits data to the server.
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3.1. System Structure

The system of the proposed scheme includes IoT devices, a gateway, a server, and a
smart token. The smart token stores the private key and parameters of the gateway securely
and output parameters after decryption and signing mechanisms come into effect. After
that, data will be sent to server. The system structure of the proposed scheme is illustrated
in Figure 2.
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The proposed scheme includes four phases. In the preliminary phase, the system
generates essential parameters and functions. IoT devices are registered on the server using
a MAC address, and the server generates and distributes private keys, public keys, and
initial values to IoT devices in the registration phase through a secure channel. In an IoT
device’s gateway communication phase, it captures and encrypts data with the public key
of the gateway, and then generates a signature with the private key of the IoT device itself.
Then, the IoT device sends encrypted data and the signature to the gateway. The gateway
verifies the signature using the public key of the IoT device and decrypts data using the
private key in the smart token. In the gateway’s server communication phase, the gateway
sends encrypted data and the signature to the server. After receiving encrypted data and
verifying the signature, the server stores the encrypted data and signature. Notations of
the proposed scheme are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Notations of proposed scheme.

Notations Definitions

hD , hG , hS Public key polynomial vectors for encryption and decryption of IoT devices, gateway, and server respectively.
fD , fpD Private key polynomial vectors for encryption and decryption of IoT devices.
fG , fpG Private key polynomial vectors for encryption and decryption of gateway.
fS , fpS Private key polynomial vectors for encryption and decryption of server.
rD , rG Random polynomials.

m Message, which is a polynomial.
eDG , eGS Encrypted data, which are polynomials.

hsD , hsG , hsS Public key polynomial vectors for signatures of IoT devices, gateway, and server respectively.(
B̂D , TD) Private key polynomial vectors for signatures of IoT devices.(
B̂G , TG) Private key polynomial vectors for signatures of gateway.
rsD , rsG Random polynomials for signatures.

sigDG , sigGS Signatures.
Q Random integer for signature.
n Degree of lattice polynomial.
β Bound of vector.

3.2. Preliminary

A truncated polynomial, R, with degree N − 1 is defined as
R = (a 0 + a1x + a2x2+ . . .+aN−1xN−1)mod(xN−1), where N is a positive integer and the
highest degree of R. q and p are positive integers. q and p are coprime, and p is smaller
than q.
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3.3. IoT Devices’ Gateway Communication Phase

An IoT device captures and encrypts data with the public key of the gateway, and
then generates a signature with the private key of the IoT device itself. Then, the IoT device
sends the encrypted data and signature to the gateway. The gateway verifies the signature
using the public key of the IoT device and decrypts data using the private key in the smart
token. The gateway is a receiver in the phase. The gateway has an NTRU-based private
and public key, obtaining this by randomly choosing polynomials f and g, which have to
be secret. The gateway obtains the private keys ( fG and fpG ) and public key, hG. Detailed
descriptions are given in the following and illustrated in Figure 3.
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Step 1: The IoT device randomly chooses polynomial rD and computes encrypted
data, eDG.

eDG = rD ∗ hG + m(mod q) (1)

Step 2: The IoT device randomly generates salt rsD ← {0, 1}320 and utilizes rsD and
m to generate cDG ← Hashtopoint(rsD∥m ) . Then, the IoT device computes (tDG, zDG, sDG)
via fast Fourier transforming (FFT) and fast-Fourier sampling (ffSampling) functions and
checks if sDG is in bound β via ∥sDG∥2 >

⌊
β2⌋.

tDG ← (FFT(cDG), FFT(0))∗B̂−1
D (2)

zDG ← ffSamplingn(tDG, TD) (3)

sDG = (tDG − zDG)
^
BD (4)

Step 3: The IoT device utilizes sDG to generate (s1DG and s2DG ) via inverse fast Fourier
transforming. s2DG is compressed to string s′DG. After that, the IoT device generates
signature sigDG and sends (rsD , eDG and sigDG) to the gateway.

sigDG= (rsD , s′DG
)

(5)
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Step 4: After receiving (rsD , eDG and sigDG), the gateway computes aDG. The coefficient
of aDG will be between −q/2 and q/2. Then, the gateway utilizes fpG to recover m.

aDG = fG ∗ eDG (mod q) (6)

m = fpG ∗ aDG (mod p
)

(7)

Step 5: The gateway utilizes (m, rsD , q and n) to generate cDG ← HashToPoint(rsD∥m, q, n)
and decompress s′DG to s2DG . Then, the gateway utilizes (cDG, s2DG , hsD and q) to compute s1DG

and checks if (s1DG and s2DG) is in bound β via
∥∥(s1DG , s2DG

)∥∥2 ≤
⌊
β2⌋ or rejects verification.

s1DG ← cDG − s2DG hsD modq (8)

3.4. Gateways’ Server Communication Phase

The gateway sends the encrypted data and signature to the server. Detailed descrip-
tions are given in the following and illustrated in Figure 4.
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Step 1: The gateway randomly chooses polynomial rG and computes the encrypted
data, eGS.

eGS = rG ∗ hS + m(mod q) (9)

Step 2: The gateway randomly generates salt rsG ← {0, 1}320 and utilizes rsG and m
to generate cGS ← Hashtopoint(rsG∥m ) . Then, the gateway computes (tGS, zGS and sGS)
using FFT and ffSampling, and checks if sGS is in bound β via ∥sGS∥2 >

⌊
β2⌋.

tGS ← (FFT(cGS), FFT(0))∗
^
B
−1

G (10)

zGS ← ffSamplingn(tGS, TG) (11)

sGS = (tGS − zGS)
^
BG (12)
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Step 3: The gateway utilizes sGS to generate (s1GS and s2GS ) via inverse fast Fourier
transform. s2GS is compressed to string s′GS. After that, the gateway generates signature
sigGS and sends (rsG , eGS and sigGS) to the server.

sigGS= (rsG , s′GS
)

(13)

Step 4: The after receiving (rsG , eGS and sigGS), the server computes aGS. The coefficient
of aGS will be between −q/2 and q/2. Then, the server utilizes fpG to recover m.

aGS = fS ∗ eGS (mod q) (14)

m = fpS ∗ aGS (mod p
)

(15)

Step 5: The server utilizes (m, rsG , q and n) to generate cGS ← HashToPoint( rsG∥m, q, n)
and decompress s′GS to s2GS . Then, the server utilizes (cGS, s2GS , hsG and q) to compute s1GS

and checks if (s1GS and s2GS ) is in bound β via
∥∥(s1GS , s2GS

)∥∥2 ≤
⌊

β2⌋ or rejects verification.

s1GS ← cGS − s2GS hsG modq (16)

4. Security Analysis

We analyze the proposed scheme below.

4.1. Correctness

Receivers in the proposed scheme (the gateway and server) compute polynomials
aDG and aGS, respectively, where coefficients in both polynomials are between −q/2 and
q/2. The whole computation is represented in Equation (17). After that, receivers recover
message m, resulting in Equation (18). While recovering message m, because fp ∗ f= 1, the
recovery of message m will be successful.

a = ( f ∗ e)mod q
≡ ( f ∗ (r ∗ h + m))mod q
≡ (( f ∗ r ∗ p ∗ fq ∗ g) + ( f ∗m)) mod q
≡ (( r ∗ p ∗ g) + ( f ∗m)) mod q

(17)

m ≡
(

fp ∗ a
)
mod p

≡ fp ∗ (( r ∗ p ∗ g) + ( f ∗m)) mod p
≡

(
fp ∗ r ∗ p ∗ g

)
+( fp ∗ f ∗m

)
(mod p)

≡ m(mod p)

(18)

4.2. Confidentiality

If an adversary aims to recover a message through sniffing in the IoT device’s gateway
communication phase, the adversary must have knowledge of the private key of gateway
fpG according to Equation (7). fpG is stored in the smart token securely. Similarly, we
can prove that an adversary cannot recover message m in the gateway’s server commu-
nication phase because they lack knowledge of the private key of server fpS according to
Equation (15). As a result, the proposed scheme can achieve confidentiality.

4.3. Integrity

Assuming that an adversary aims to modify transmitted messages, they must forge the
signature generated through the Falcon signature mechanism [10]. The adversary cannot
generate a signature without knowing the private key of gateway fpG and server fpS . As a
result, integrity can be achieved by verifying the signatures.
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4.4. Non-Repudiation

Because of the utilization of the signature mechanism, the IoT device and gateway
cannot deny sending the message. IoT devices use private key polynomial vectors for
signatures (B̂D and TD) to generate sDG as a part of signature sigDG, and the gateway
verifies sigDG using public key polynomial vectors for the signature of IoT device hsD .
Because sigDG can only be verified using hsD , IoT devices cannot deny sending the message
to the gateway. By the same token, the gateway cannot deny sending the message to the
server. As a result, non-repudiation can be achieved.

5. Performance Analysis

We analyzed the performance of NTRUEncrypt [9,27] and the Falcon signature mech-
anisms [10,28] with different security levels utilized in the proposed scheme. We used a
personal computer (PC) with an i7-7000 3.60 GHZ 8-core central processing unit (CPU,
Intel Corporation, Santa Clara, CA, USA), 32 GB random-access memory (RAM, Kingston
Technology Corporation, Fountain Valley, CA, USA), and Windows 10 Education as an
operation system (OS, Microsoft Corporation, Washington, DC, USA). We also used a Rasp-
berry Pi 3B module (Raspberry Pi Foundation, Cambridge, UK) with an ARM Cortex-A53
1.4 GHz 4-core CPU (Arm Holdings plc, Cambridge, UK), 1 GB RAM (Micron Technol-
ogy, Inc., Boise, US), and Raspberry Pi OS (Raspberry Pi Foundation, Cambridge, UK).
We executed NTRUEncrypt [9,27] and Falcon signature mechanisms [10,28] with differ-
ent security levels and recorded the execution time. Results of the performance analy-
sis of the NTRUEncrypt [9,27] and Falcon signature mechanisms [10,28] are shown in
Tables 5 and 6, respectively. As a result, the time required to execute NTRUEncrypt [9,27]
on a PC is less than 2 s, while in Raspberry Pi 3B, the time required is less than 20 s.
Executing the Falcon signature mechanism [10,28] on a PC takes less than 3 s, but executing
Falcon-512 in Raspberry Pi 3B takes about 5 times longer than executing Falcon-256 does.

Table 5. Performance analysis of NTRUEncrypt.

Security Level

Hardware
PC (s) Raspberry Pi 3B (s)

Medium 0.2812 4.405
Standard (80 bits) 0.5312 8.688

High (128 bits) 0.8118 11.345
Highest (160 bits) 1.8266 17.993

Table 6. Performance analysis of Falcon signature mechanism.

Security Level

Hardware
PC (s) Raspberry Pi 3B (s)

Falcon-64 1.277 20.004
Falcon-128 1.273 20.820
Falcon-256 1.334 39.242
Falcon-512 2.808 211.747

According to the results above, we can estimate the execution time of the proposed
scheme with different security levels. We defined NTRUIoT as the time required for the
IoT device to execute NTRUEncrypt [9,27], NTRUGW as the time the gateway requires
to execute NTRUEncrypt [9,27], and NTRUS as the time the server requires to execute
NTRUEncrypt [9,27]. We also defined FalIoT as the time the IoT device takes to execute the
Falcon signature mechanism [10,28]. We defined FalGW as the time the gateway takes to
execute the Falcon signature mechanism [10,28], and FalS as the time the server takes to
execute the Falcon signature mechanism [10,28]. Results of the computational complexity
and performance time of the proposed scheme are shown in Table 7. In an IoT device’s
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gateway communication phase, the IoT device will take 24.409 s, and the gateway will
take 1.5582 s with a medium level of NTRUEncrypt [9,27] and Falcon-64 [10,28]. If the
highest level of NTRUEncrypt [9,27] and Falcon-512 [10,28] is applied in the IoT device’s
gateway communication phase, the IoT device will take 229.74 s, and the gateway will
take 4.6346 s. The execution of the IoT device’s gateway communication phase will take
25.9627 to 234.3746 s. In the gateway’s server communication phase, the gateway and
server will take 1.5582 s separately with a medium level of NTRUEncrypt [9,27] and Falcon-
64 [10,28]. If the highest level of NTRUEncrypt [9,27] and Falcon-512 [10,28] is applied
in the gateway’s server communication phase, the gateway and server will take 4.6346 s
separately. The execution of the gateway’s server communication phase will take 3.1164
to 9.2692 s. Compared with other research on similar system structures, the proposed
scheme takes much more time. For examples, Shang et al.’s scheme takes at least 0.895
ms [29], and Zhang et al.’s scheme takes 0.75 s [30]. However, the proposed scheme achieves
encryption, signature, and device authentication at once, so the number of execution rounds
is smaller than that in Shang et al.’s [29] and Zhang et al.’s scheme [30] while maintaining
security features. Moreover, the proposed scheme applies quantum-resistant cryptographic
algorithms: the NTRU [9] and Falcon signature mechanism [10]. A performance analysis of
the proposed scheme is shown in Table 7.

Table 7. Performance analysis of proposed scheme.

Role
Phase

IoT Devices-Gateways Communication Phase Gateways-Server Communication Phase

IoT Device NTRUIoT + FalIoT
= (4.405 + 20.004) ∼ (17.993 + 211.747) s
= 24.409 ∼ 229.74 s

N/A

Gateway NTRUGW + FalGW
= (0.2812 + 1.277) ∼ (1.8266 + 2.808) s
= 1.5582 ∼ 4.6346 s

NTRUGW + FalGW
= (0.2812 + 1.277) ∼ (1.8266 + 2.808) s
= 1.5582 ∼ 4.6346 s

Server N/A NTRUS + FalS
= (0.2812 + 1.277) ∼ (1.8266 + 2.808) s
= 1.5582 ∼ 4.6346 s

Total NTRUIoT + FalIoT + NTRUGW + FalGW
= 25.9672 ∼ 234.3746 s

NTRUGW + FalGW + NTRUS + FalS
= 3.1164 ∼ 9.2692 s

6. System Implementation

We utilized Raspberry Pi 3B with temperature and humidity sensor module DHT11 as
an IoT device, a PC as a gateway, and a server. We used Python as the programing language
for gathering data, NTRUEncrypt [9,27], and Falcon signature mechanisms [10,28]. The
PC was connected to a smart token that stored private keys of the gateway. We installed
VMWare ESXi in the server and executed a virtual machine with Ubuntu Linux as the OS,
with 2 GB RAM and a 50 GB hardware capacity, and MySQL phpMyAdmin for storing
the information on device registration, the cipher, and the signature. Table 8 presents
specifications of the proposed system, and Figure 5 illustrates the system implementation
structure of the proposed system.

Table 8. Specifications of proposed system.

Specification

Devices
IoT Device Gateway Server

Module Raspberry Pi 3B PC Server

CPU ARM Cortex-A53 1.4
GHz 4-core

i7-7000 3.60 GHZ
8-core E5-2620v3 6-core

RAM 1 GB 32 GB 32 GB

OS Raspberry Pi Windows 10
Education VMWare ESXi-6.7.0
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Raspberry Pi was registered in the server first (Figure 6), and the server stored infor-
mation on Raspberry Pi in the database utilizing the hostname and MAC address (Figure 7).
We can see that Raspberry Pi’s information (Figure 6) will appear in server (Figure 7) if
Raspberry Pi registered successfully.
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After gathering data from DHT11, Raspberry Pi transformed data into binary
(Figure 8), encrypted binary data (Figure 9), and signed binary data (Figure 10) using the
scheme proposed above, and then Raspberry Pi transmitted data to the gateway through
wireless communication.
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After receiving data, as shown in Figures 11 and 12, the gateway verified the signature
and decrypted data using the private key in the smart token, as shown in Figure 13. As a
result, the gateway verified the signature successfully and showed that the signature was
correct in Figure 14; the gateway also decrypted data successfully, as shown in Figure 15,
which shows the same results as those in Figure 8.
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The gateway encrypted and signed the data using the private key in the smart token,
as shown in Figures 16 and 17, and the gateway sent the data to the server, as shown in
Figures 18 and 19.
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7. Results and Discussion

We present a discussion on the research results and limitations of this research.
We proposed a device authentication and secure communication system for AIoT

environments using NTRU [9] and Falcon signature mechanisms [10]. NTRU and Falcon
signature mechanisms have been proven to be quantum-resistant public key cryptosys-
tems [9,10,20]. Although the NTRU cannot be used in post-quantum cryptography stan-
dardization, it is still applied widely because of its advantages over other lattice-based
schemes [9,20,21]. Moreover, the Falcon signature mechanism [10] is a lattice-based com-
pact signature with advantages over the NTRU, so the NTRU [9] and Falcon signature
mechanisms [10] can be integrated. Because of reasons above, we could design a scheme
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that allows the execution of encryption, authentication, and signature mechanisms at once.
However, since the NTRU [9] fell short among the candidates of post-quantum cryptogra-
phy standardization, other lattice-based schemes can be discussed in the future, such as
CRYTSTAL-Kyber [31] or CRYSTALS-Dilithium digital signature algorithms [32].

This research has limitations. Although the proposed scheme was able to achieve
security features, such as quantum resistance, it did not seem ideal in terms of execution
time. The results will limit the implementation possibilities of AIoT environments. We
take smart medical or telemedicine systems with AIoT as examples. Biodata are measured
by wearable devices and transmitted through gateways to a server, and the server can
analyze and predict each patient’s health condition or possible disease using AI algorithms.
Biodata may not be transmitted every second, so the proposed scheme can be applied in
this scenario. If data have to be transmitted every second, the proposed scheme is not
suitable unless a redeployment of end devices better than that provided by the Raspberry
Pi 3B module is carried out in the system implementation of the proposed scheme. With
the rapid development of PQC, hardware circuit and system design has been discussed.
For example, Xie et al. proposed a tutorial for PQC and introduced related techniques [33].

8. Conclusions

The ability to collect data in real time through sensors and analyze data using machine
learning algorithms is enabling AIoT to expand its possibilities and applications into many
sectors. AIoT creates value for sustainable industries by combining artificial intelligence,
the Internet of Things, and big data analysis. Nevertheless, AIoT requires security measures
suitable for the environment in which it operates because of its reliance on networks that are
exposed to adversaries from any internet location. Due to the limited resources of devices in
AIoT systems, which can lead to a loss of attractive features, traditional security measures
may not be an appropriate solution. We designed and evaluated a device authentication
and secure communication system with PQC for AIoT environments that utilized PQC to
provide a lightweight security scheme while resisting attacks from quantum computers. We
chose NTRU and Falcon signature mechanisms to design and implement secure algorithms.
We analyzed the security and performance of the proposed scheme and proved that it can
achieve confidentiality, integrity, and non-repudiation meanwhile also achieving efficiency.
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